
【Example】
Form1 Confirmation Form (Front）

赤枠：Required

青枠：Required under some situations

緑枠：explanatory notes

【Deadline Date】
If you miss the 

submission date, you 
will not be eligible to 
receive the benefit.

Confirm that all the 
requirements,①～③, 
are met and mark a ☑
for each.

Entry①

If you decline to
receive the benefits,
put “x” in the box.

・The head of the
household is the
person whose name
is on the top left of 
the form.

・The confirmation
date is the date the 
form was completed.

・Write the phone 
number at which you 
can be easily 
reached.

Entry②

Fill in this form only if the above payment account field is blank, or if you are changing the account  to which the payment will 
be made.
In the case of ① account ⇒ Attach identification documents on the reverse side. 
In the case of ② account ⇒ Mark a ☑ in the requested account registered in the city. Attach identification documents on 

the  reverse side.  
In the case of  ③ account ⇒ Fill in the account information in the transfer account entry field. Attach identification documents 
and account verification documents on the reverse side of the form.
※ If you are not changing the account to be paid , you do not need to fill in this field.

・The account * for the most 
recently  received is listed.

* Only the last 4 digits of the 
account number should be 
displayed.

・If the box is left blank , the 
receiving account needs to be 
specified. Please fill in the blue 
box  at the bottom.

希望する
口座に☑

Please confirm that the 
head of the household 
eligible for the benefit is 
listed.

(requested account) □ water bill withdrawal account □ resident tax withdrawal account □ child allowance receiving  account 

All household members are exempt from resident tax for 2023.

All household members are not dependents on other relatives, etc. , who are required to pay resident tax.

No one in the household has received similar benefits from other municipalities.
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【Example】
Form1 Confirmation Form （Back）

【A copy of the head of household’s bankbook or cash card 】
Attach a copy of the head of household’s bank book or cash card if requesting to transfer money 
to the account written in ③ on the front side.
(Attach either a copy of the page of the head of household’s bankbook displaying the financial
institution name , branch name , account number and katakana name or a copy of the head of 
household’s cash card.)
※You do not need to attach one of those copies if you choose ① or ② on the front side.

(Mark a☑ in an applicable part on the front side）

Other accounts which are not the head of household’s name may not be used. If you have some 
accounts registered , make sure that the recipient can be easily identified by filling in“ the transfer 
account entry field”..

【Identification documents】

In the case that the space for “payment account” on the front side is left blank
or the receiving account has been changed:
attach a copy of your identification document( My Number card, driver’s license, passport ,etc.) here.

In the case that a proxy applies on behalf of the head of household eligible for the benefit:
attach copies of identification documents both of “ the head of household” and “the proxy” here.

Fill in the form if you are applying on
behalf of the head of household.

Only the following people may apply 
as a proxy.

① Household members

②A legal representative（An adult  guardian or 

a conservator , etc. who has granted the right 

to act on behalf of the head of household.）

③A relative , etc.

確認・請求(Confirmation, Request)： A proxy applies on behalf of the head of household and 
the head of household receive the benefit.
受給（ Receipt)：The head of household applies and a proxy receive the benefit on behalf of 
the head of household.
確認・請求及び受給( Confirmation, Request and Receipt)：A proxy is responsible for the entire
process from application to receipt of the benefit on behalf of the head of household.


